How to Grow a Mushroom Log

A mushroom log is a fun and easy way of cultivating your own
mushrooms and teaching students about fungi and decomposers,
which are an important part of an ecosystem and food forest. Many
varieties are available to cultivate, but the most popular ones are
shitake and oyster mushrooms.
Here are the basic steps:
1. Harvest logs to inoculate. Cut trees that will become mushroom
logs when they are dormant. This means not even any tiny
buds. As soon as buds appear, even tiny ones, both water and sugar are mobilized, leading to less
ideal conditions for your mushroom logs. The range of diameter that works best for log inoculation
is between 4″ and 8.” Also be sure not to damage the tree’s bark as the bark helps in regulating
moisture. Harvest the logs in the spring before the first buds appear.
2. After cutting, let the logs sit in a cool, dark, damp place for 2 to 4 weeks before you inoculate. You
can cover them with a tarp and/or spray them periodically with a hose if such conditions aren’t
otherwise available.
3. Obtain mushroom spawn. See below for sources.
4. Drill holes in logs. Depending on the mushroom variety, the hole may be at a different depth.
Check the directions or the provider of the mushroom spawn you plan to purchase. This should
happen in May, after the last frost.
5. Fill holes with mushroom spawn.
6. Seal the holes with wax. Cheese wax or soy wax works best. Beeswax isn’t suitable.
7. Set logs in a place they will stay moist. Mushrooms grow best in warm, damp conditions. Keep the
logs in a shaded area.
8. Wait for colonization of logs by spawn. This can occur the same year or the year after depending
on the conditions and species.
9. Harvest and enjoy your mushrooms! They may continue to grow for multiple years depending on
the conditions.
Here are some sources for mushroom spawn:
Happy Caps (Halifax): https://happycaps.ca/
Field Forest (Wisconsin- top quality): https://www.fieldforest.net/
Northspore (Maine): https://northspore.com/
Fungi (US, good quality): https://fungi.com/
Adapted from: https://www.wildabundance.net/how-to-grow-mushrooms-on-logs/

